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Issue 3. June 2019

Introduction

by martin

Welcome to a magazine called "The 15 Mill" (The Mill).
The magazine will be published quarterly (4 times a year).
The Mill is dedicated to matters relating to 15mm wargaming.
All scales and sizes of figures can be used to great effect in gaming. No size is
intrinsically better or worse. That is the stated policy of the Mill.
Any wargaming product listed as "15mm" has a home here at the Mill. The Mill's
mission is to promote 15mm.
Another aspect of the Mill is that all 15mm focused contributions are welcome. There is
no requirement to be "the best", "professional" or "awesome". The Mill is for ordinary
gamers, who enjoy using 15mm figures et al and are happy to share their interest with
others. In fact the Mill would rather have articles based upon a normal table set up with
normal figures. Gamers trying to impress others with their "table size" might find the
Mill not to their liking.
If any gamer has an article or pictures then please send them to
martinraegoddard@gmail.com
There are no article "size" limitations. Each article will be credited by a first name only.
No nicknames.
Also no photos of faces, unless in the distance.
There are no regular articles with strange names. Thus a review will be called "a review"
.
 The Mill does not publish for profit.
 The Mill does not accept advertising.
 The Mill can be downloaded free of charge from the PP website. Just search for
"Peter Pig".
 The Mill advises readers to be very cautious of any trader that does not provide a
proper geographical address (PO box is not acceptable) and telephone number. If
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these are not provided, then proceed with caution as they are avoiding contact for
a reason.
The Mill may well have a variety of editors due to the work involved.
The Mill will change format issue by issue, due to evolution.
The Mill has no pretensions about challenging other magazines.
If you can help with articles and ideas please do so.
Articles can be in non-English language too.

Hope you enjoy this magazine.
martin goddard
June 2019

1. Home Built Desert Terrain
by Alex
While there are many commercial options available to purchase beautifully sculpted
pieces of terrain, be it sturdily built resin buildings, laser cut MDF kits or the older
vacuum formed pieces. I have always been a modeller at heart, and this is probably the
most enjoyable aspect of the hobby that has kept my interest over the years. Now some
may find all the faff in pulling the required elements together a bit time consuming, or
not like
the idea
of
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templates with modelled on terrain, but that’s what I like about our hobby, in so much
that it’s your game, your table, so do what you want and like not others. Personally, I
find something magical about creating a terrain piece from just a few bits of scrap and a
little imagination.
The first stage is the initial idea, for this I look to the world wide web for a little
inspiration. A quick search for images using key words “North Africa”, “WW2 Desert
Terrain” throw up plenty of stuff to consider. Buildings, Vegetation, colours etc.
Next is what to use as a baseplate for the piece, how big will it be and how will the
features appear without impeding gameplay. Note you will need to compromise a little
between realism and the ability to place troops and models with ease. As mentioned
earlier all my pieces are made from scrap items, luckily, I have a healthy collection of
junk hoarded into the Shed o’ War. Most recently I acquired some hardboard from the
backs of old pictures that were destined for the bin. These cut into 12” x 6” pieces mean
I have a collection of baseplate templates ready to go. A quick sketch of where I think
pieces are going to be placed on the template, along with the mandatory road that for the
rules I generally play all BUAs must tab (measured to take a Panzer Mk IV the widest
model held). Remember to lightly sand the edges to round off the rough square edges
and allow the pieces to gently blend in a little better.

Next, I build up the base with expanded polystyrene and bits of cork just to give some
depth to basically a flat board and build up any hills in layers of foam secured with
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PVA. Buildings and walls are made from off cuts of high-density packing material
(foam) stone walls can be simply drawn on with pen, scoring the surface to make the
pattern. If all this seems to fiddly or time consuming, you can leave the walls plain and
smooth over with wall filler to represent adobe walls.
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Once the glue and filler are completely dry (+24hrs) a generous layer of wall filler is
spread over the entire area, and smoothed/moulded with a little water. This also requires
at least another 24hrs to fully dry. Once again, a little fine sandpaper to lightly smooth
out any imperfections before base coating everything with cheap hobby paint mixed
with PVA to seal the piece. It as this point that I generally add a little scatter material as
the paint and PVA will absorb the sand and grit and bind together.
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The next stage (once completely dry) is the add layers of colour and shading by dry
brushing with a fairly large (2”) paint brush. I usually only stick to three basic colours:

1. Base coat,
2. Light Colour/Mid tone,
3. Highlight
The final stage is to add, clump foliage, grass effects and some plastic palms obtained delivered from the far
east courtesy of a well-known online auction site, these are the only pre-made items for the build.
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2. My gaming space

by Andrew

When reading most editions of the glossy wargames magazines many casual and
unsuspecting observers could be forgiven for believing that all wargamers enjoy the
luxury of 6’ X 4’ wargames tables (or larger) on which to fight their battles. Alas I
suspect for many of us such a luxury is but a distant pipe dream awaiting a lottery win to
realize!
In this brief piece I want to explain how I’ve organised my 15mm gaming space. I’ve
had to (reluctantly!) accept that I'll never be able to recreate Gettysburg or Marston
Moor, but that doesn't mean enjoyable, challenging games aren't possible in my small
space. My own wargames cave is a 6’ X 8’ box room. It's filled with bookshelves,
figure storage boxes and a painting table. There’s not much room for anything else! This
room is a perfect space for painting, reading or just gazing at model soldiers- but a vast
wargaming space it is not!
However I gave been able to sort a small playing area out. Obviously I use 15mm
figures (about 80% of my figure collection is in 15mm). There are a huge range of
quality manufacturers, great detail, cost effective and relatively quick and easy to paintbut given that this is the 15mm magazine I suspect that I'm already preaching to the
converted.
The next thing is scenery – plenty of it. It’s surprising how much even a small gaming
space can take. Hills, trees, roads, buildings etc. In a small space I find that putting in
lots of quality scenics makes a big difference. Gone are the days of chipped polystyrene
hills and green felt woods. Half decent scenery for the table top is pretty straightforward
and inexpensive to build and there is a plethora of resin and mdf stuff to use.
Finally the table top itself. About a year ago a local art supply shop was having a
closing down sale. I was able to get a 24inch X 32 inch notice board and a grass mat for
railway scenery for less than a tenner (£10). On one side the notice board has a cork
surface. This meant that the grass mat was simple and quick to glue down with PVA
glue. An overnight press with some heavy books and job done! This small surface is
light, easy to store and very portable. In a few minutes at most I can have a small
wargames layout set up and ready for action.
Huge games aren’t possible (luckily I have friends who do have large permanent tables
to use) but small encounters are doable and it's useful to be able try out sort out a quick
solo game when inspiration strikes. I’ve also begun to branch out into individually
basing 15mm figures for skirmish games, using Osprey’s new Rebels and Patriots rules
with my Peter Pig AWI figures.
Attached below are a few pictures of a couple of typical small AWI and ACW games in
progress on my gaming board. Each game has two or three units plus some artillery per
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side. Such a small space can pose its own tactical challenges, especially with cluttered
terrain. Battles are usually short and brutal!
Buildings are PP resin or cardboard models (make unknown). Figures are all PP with a
few Essex. Roads and hills are home made. I do use trees but totally forgot to deploy
them in these games!
Andrew
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3. Buildings for Pieces of Eight
By Brian
I took part in a Pieces of Eight demo game at the Cavalier game show and was
immediately taken with the game and waited, with some impatience, for the rules to
come out. I also liked the look of the raid game. So I started listing all the items I’d
need for both games, an obvious one for the raid game being a number of buildings.
I made a couple by scanning in the design from the rules and colouring with
watercolours (something I dabble in). But then I was at Salute and noticed European
Buildings by Peter Dennis. This is part of the paper soldiers range and although they are
printed for 28mm figures they can obviously be printed out at a reduced size when
scanned. This volume is available at various places but I picked it up for £10 from Paul
Meekins Books.
As usual, the pages scan and print well and my printer/scanner is nothing special. I used
some white card I had around, I’d guess it’s about 160gsm but pretty well anything
should do.
A few tips if you’re no experience at making card models:
Snap-off blades are good value but, as per a tip from a professional model maker I
know, use a scalpel for precise cuts
Use a steel rule (yes, I’m pedantic enough to use ‘rule’ not ‘ruler’) and stick a strip of
masking tape to the bottom of it so that it doesn’t slip so easily when you’re cutting
Cut on the waste side and make the first stroke a light one; there’s less chance of the
blade veering off the rule
Having been printed at a reduced size the tabs will be rather small so I made them
slightly bigger where I could by cutting through the white space around the tab. If that
isn’t possible, just cut it off and make a new one from a scrap of card which glues to
both pieces
To get a nice, clean fold, score the back of the card with the back of a scalpel blade two
or three times. If you have trouble determining just where to cut, make a tiny nick at the
edges and you’ll have a guide
I use a Pritt stick to assemble the models but any white glue will do, use something
which suits you.
I’m very impressed with the designs and the thought which has gone into them. As the
photos of the assembled models in the booklet show they are effectively modular and
can be assembled in various ways to give more variety. Not all the designs are
applicable for this project but many are.
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I mentioned about tabs above but another part which is very fine is the edge of each roof
piece; this is an attempt to make the roof appear thicker. They’re about 1mm wide and a
bit of a fiddle. The best way is to cut them with some extra card to give a wider piece to
fold. Once folded the extra white card can be cut off.
What the buildings really need is some reinforcement to make them a bit more robust. I
cut up pieces of card (I’ve always liked the card which comes on the back of A4 paper
refills) and stick them inside. There’s no need to measure anything, I just use the
building held against the sheet of card as a guide.
The Spanish church is a rather larger building and trickier building (don’t start with this
one if you’re a novice, mine hasn’t turned out particularly well and I’ll be building
another). I decided that this need a bit more than the use of some waste card (as
described in the booklet) to reinforce. I used some off-cuts of foamboard, two 5mm
layers stuck together was just the right thickness. If you’ve not worked with foamboard
previously then always use three cuts: one to go through the top layer of card, another to
cut through the foam and a third for the bottom layer of card. It can be assembled with
the white glue you’re using for the rest of the assembly. There are, of course, some
white edges showing where the side of a building overlaps the assembly tab. I find it
easiest to colour these and any others mainly with colour pencils but also watercolour
paint. If you don’t have the exact shade then mix the paint or, with colour pencils, apply
a couple of different colours lightly. You’ll have plenty of scrap card to practice on.
Note this is much easier done before assembly. Another tip is to wet the colour pencil,
the colour will be drawn onto the card and it’s much easier to colour the edge of the card
this way.
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Brian
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4. Trucks for Africa

by Greg

Another quick article for the 15MILL mag.
So I have wanted to have a big Truck for my games for a while. They are great road
blocks, can provide a convoy to be escorted, or of course a target for smugglers,
bandits or local warlords.

Picture 1 (below)
I was able to find some good basic plans on Goggle and scaling was not a problem as a
40ft container is, well, 40ft long!
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Picture2 (below)
The basic components, a box for the trailer, one for the cab, two simple chassis units
and buttons for wheels, the double wheels are just two buttons stuck together. I buy a
big assorted jar of buttons from the hobby store, which are cheap and have a good
assortment.
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Picture 3 (below)
So I have now added some detail to the cab and trailer, and stuck paper discs on the
buttons. The sharp eyed amongst you will spot that the tractor chassis is different. This
sort of modelling always includes a fair amount of trial and error, and I made the first
one too long and too wide, so I had to rebuild it.
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Picture 4 (below)
Initial paint work with basic colours, again Google was great to find some examples.
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Picture 5 (below)
The finished truck with washes on the paint work and some detail painted on for the
wheels and cab, just highlighting the filler caps on the fuel tanks made a difference.
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Picture 6 (below)
On my wargames layout a militia man and the driver discuss how much ‘road tax’ is
due!

Last edition's T55 in the fight (below)
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5. Running a Wargames
Tournament
by Martin S.
Ever considered putting on a gaming event, with your favourite rule set? How and why
did I get started? Many years ago, a pro-painter I played against mentioned having just
donated a painted army as a prize for a UK wargaming competition. When I pressed him
further, he described this altruistic act as simply ‘giving something back to the hobby’.
That got me thinking and encouraged me to have a go at running a wargaming ‘do’
myself, partly to ‘give something back’. The following is a little insight into the thought
processes I ran through when I considered planning an event, and specifically how I
have approached running the Alton DBA Matched Pairs tournament, which has taken
place each Spring for the last nine years or so.
Firstly, I asked myself a few basic questions, such as when in the calendar year would it
fit in best, what level of interest might there be, what should the venue be like, and what
format should be used?

When? I’m primarily a DBA player, and am somewhat spoilt for choice: - the UK
DBA tournament scene is very fortunate, in that there are currently about a dozen events
one can attend, especially if lucky enough to live within striking distance of those held
in the South and Midlands of England. When I first considered staging a DBA
competition there were regular tournaments being staged in Portsmouth, Chichester,
Birmingham, and Cardiff, and these were later joined by others in Herefordshire,
Staines, Derbyshire and Coventry. Additionally, I ventured north to Sheffield once a
year to the Northern Cup competition hosted at Triples, with 15mm armies on pre-set
terrain supplied by the organisers. So, there was no shortage of gaming available, and
fortunately all of it was in 15mm scale, my ‘weapon of choice’. The only difficulty
caused by this plethora of opportunities was that it made it hard to find gaps in the
calendar where I could schedule a tournament of my own, especially as some events
were hosted at conventions which moved dates frequently. After a little bit of calendar
analysis March and April seemed like the ideal slots, so I went with one of those. Even
so, occasionally the date I chose in Spring would clash with eg the Society of Ancients
battle day, or this year with Salute. So ‘when’ had been duly considered.
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Level of interest? The DBA community keep in touch via assorted online forums, and it
was quite easy to gauge the enthusiasm of the players, though sometimes harder to know
who would actually show up on the day. With a significant number of active DBA
gamers attending the nearby Portsmouth club on a regular basis, I could be pretty sure of
a decent level of turnout, hopefully with enough players to make it ‘work’, and maybe
cover some of the costs involved.

Venue? What makes for a good wargaming venue? A tour of available halls and
rooms in my home town highlighted a few pointers: - Good lighting - vital for tabletop
gaming, and a personal OCD of mine. Enough room for the games plus plenty of the
‘right sized’ tables- absolutely essential. Enough parking, preferably without adding to
the players’ costs - definitely desirable, as was reasonable walking distance from local
public transport drop offs for those who choose to arrive by that means, so no out-of-theway hard to reach village halls, attractive though some of those were. The church hall I
picked was well equipped, had a kitchen for teas/coffees/ and lunchtime requirements,
effective heating and good lighting, and also its own carpark, plus was around a 15minute walk from the rail station. Additionally, the booking lady was very ‘on side’ and
helpful, offering to provide access for pre-event set up, which has proven most useful....
Result!

What format? Well, there were already themed events aplenty, like the
quarterly Portsmouth ones (armies from century ‘x’, in geographical area ‘y’), or those
variously themed ones run at the time by Richard P. in Chichester, as well as the ‘any
army you like’ tournaments- the Welsh, English and Midland Opens. Something a little
different would be desirable, and I was fortunate that Bill M., secretary at the PAWS
club approached me with an excellent suggestion: Matched Pairs. Each player would
bring a pair of 15mm scale historically antagonistic armies and play with them every
other game, the rounds alternating between ‘home’ games with your own pairing and
‘away’ games with the opponent’s pair, the ‘visitor’ choosing which of the pair to field.
To make this fair to all players, it was vital that there were an even number of rounds, so
the choice was between four or six games in the day. As we normally managed to play
five or six at most tournaments, I decided that six would have to be the magic number.
Keeping a tight rein on timings was therefore going to be vital, otherwise the day would
overrun. Another initial concern was that, despite DBA being a system which utilises
small figure-count armies for which in 15mm scale a force can cost as little as £15-£25,
some potential attendees might not be able to produce a pairing, so would consequently
be put off coming. The solution was to offer my own armies for loan, though secretly I
hoped not too many would be requested. (This was for purely logistical reasons- there
would be plenty to cart along to the day without extra armies, I soon realised). So,
format settled....
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Having established the basics, it was then down to the fine tuning. This included making
extra 2ft square gaming boards, choosing a suitable point scoring system and tie break
decider, typing up rules clarifications, designing and printing paperwork for such things
as individual game results sheets and a large running total display board, and then
sourcing some potential prizes and a few trophies to go along with them. The paperwork
wasn’t too hard to come up with, and prizes were easy enough to provide (stray figure
packs from the ‘lead mountain’, a painted unit or two, DBA measuring kit, historyrelated books, and generic terrain items such as trees, buildings and the like). In fact, as
the tournament became an established annual event, some of the regular gamers began to
chip in with donations, providing a few books and figures, and in one very generous case
an excellently painted and based DBA army each year (Thanks, Colin!). Trophies came
about after a bit of searching in the local bric-a-brac stores and charity shops, with my
eye always out for anything that looked vaguely military or ancient and/or medieval. It’s
amazing what you can make with the right size trophy base, a discarded terracotta
warrior or Egyptian pharaoh souvenir and a shiny engraved plaque from one of the many
engravers on eBay, for example.
So, that’s a quick rundown of how I approached running my Alton DBA events, and I
hope you might find this helpful if you were thinking of putting on a competition,
perhaps to ‘give something back’ to this hobby we all love. It’s been at times very
challenging, but ultimately extremely rewarding too. The competitors are a great bunch,
and I feel I’ve been blessed with a very strong level of support from the word go:- I
think the lowest number of players at the Matched Pairs was 14, and one year we peaked
at 24, which is about as many as the venue can hold. Any more and I’ll be back on the
hunt for a bigger venue!
***********************************************************************
***********

Report
A quick report follows, hopefully giving just a hint of the flavour of the day and the
wide array of armies present:20 players travelled in from far and wide for the 2019 Alton DBA Matched Pairs, held
on April 6th this year, with some attending from as far as Yorkshire, Lincolnshire,
Derbyshire and the West Midlands, plus the core of south coast gamers. After six hard
fought rounds, the top-of-table players were:1st- Martin M. (Normans vs Anglo-Danes)....119 points
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2nd- Tony G. (Seleucids vs Bactrians).....116 points
3rd- Richard P. (Elamites vs Sumerians)....101 points
4th- Paul C. (Fatimids vs Early Crusaders).....97 points
5th- Peter E. (Successors: Antigonas vs Eumenes).......92 points
Also playing (in no particular order) were:Pete D. (Hussites vs Medieval Germans), Neil M. (Feudal English Baron’s Wars), Paul
M. (Shilla Koreans vs Pre-Samurai Japanese), Peter P. (Andalusians vs Feudal Spanish),
Paddy G. (Feudal English vs Scots Common), Craig A. (Early Libyans vs Numidians),
Chris E. (Early Polish vs Teutonic Order), Colin O. (Wends vs Early Polish), Mark S.
(Successors: Demetrios vs Ptolemy I), Simon W. (Ottoman Turks vs Wallachians +
Hungarian ally), John S. (Thracians vs Illyrians), Bill M. (Chichimec vs Mound
Builders), Lindon P. (HYW English vs Medieval French), Phil S. (Gallic vs Marian
Roman), and Terry E. (French Ordonnance vs Medieval Germans).

Thanks to all who attended, especially those travelling long distances, and
also thanks to those donating to the prize cache.
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Alans charging Parthians (Above)
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Anti-Littoral (Above)

Bizzy people (Above)
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By the Nile (Above)
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Castle (Above)
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Classical Indians (Above)
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Craig's superb hamlet (Above)
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Demetrios (Above)
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Everyone loves a six! (Above)
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E

Fyrd (Above)

Henry Tudor and friends (Above)
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Podium trophies (Above)
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Ptolemaics (Above)

Richard III's camp (Above)
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Scots V English (Above)
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Successors (Above)
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6. Napoleonics (Snappy Nappy)
by Russ
I thought readers might find our annual Snappy Nappy Campaign in a Day game
interesting. This year, for SnapCon VII, I umpired an 1814 Campaign game across 14
tables and attended by 20 gamers. Full disclosure: I'm also the author. The other six
years I've been a corps commander, not the umpire, which is always a nice change of
pace for me.

Snappy Nappy: 1814 Campaign
in a Day
La Patrie en Danger!

by Russ
Some of the tables in the back room. More are off photo. Photo by Peter.

As umpire of the Snappy Nappy 1814 Campaign in a Day, you'd think I would
possess omniscient knowledge of who went where, when, and how. All I'd need is the
why.
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Not so.
With 20, yes 20, players to track on 14, yes, 14 tables, I assure you that walking
out of The Portal -- a magnificent game store on Hilliard St. in Manchester, CT -- I had
very little idea of exactly how the campaign played out between the 11:15am start time
and the 4:45pm end time on the 29th of April 2019.

Oh, I knew who 'won' because I saw the final moments play out on the 'Paris'
table. I gave a short debrief of starting positions, but the commanders regaled me and the
others with feats and defeats of derring do.
Fortunately, many sent their own After Action Reports (AARs) to me so I could
compile at least a basic understanding of maneuvers and battles. I collected as many of
the messages sent during the campaign as possible, which helped me as well.
The Campaign Set Up:
La Patrie en Danger!

The Snappy Nappy map, slightly altered from the original.
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In January of 1814, the 300,000 troops of the Armies of Silesia and Bohemia
flowed over the frontiers and into France, chasing the battered remnants of Napoleon's
army.
Outnumbered and outgunned, Napoleon yet believed his fortunes could change.

Behind the scenes, diplomats negotiated the fate of the Emperor and his Empire.
Spain teetered on accepting a peace that would secure France's southwestern border and
end the British offensive over the Pyrenees.
Meanwhile, the Austrians, Prussians, and Russians squabbled even as
Schwarzenberg, Blucher, and Alexander pursued their not yet vanquished foe.

A New Grand Armee

Napoleon issued new orders to call up troops -- 936,000 conscripts to fill out
decimated units, 150,000 National Guardsmen, and recalling old veterans to the colors.
He counted on an upswell of French patriotism to help toss the foreign troops out of
France. With a battlefield victory or two, Napoleon would once again be in a position of
strength when it came to negotiate another peace.
History, however, would find only an estimated 120,000 conscripts who answered
the call. Even these were whittled down -- from attrition to sending them to other parts
of the threatened frontier. Meanwhile, the Allies continued to grind forward with
reinforcements of their own. Despite attrition and garrisons, 200,000 Allied troops faced
off against only 70,000 French troops at the start of the campaign.
What If? Balance of a Sorts

A 3:1 ratio would make for an accurate campaign game, if a lopsided one. So, I
started tinkering, beginning with a what-if supposition: Napoleon's call to arms resulted
in more troops flocking to the colors. Instead of a 3:1 ratio, the new troops brought that
down to about 1.25 to 1 ratio. The Allies fielded 12 corps, although one was only half
sized, versus the French's 10 corps, although one was one-third sized, so call it 11.5 to
9.3.
The Allied army had more troops, but also the propensity for more traffic jams.
The French were still outnumbered, just not as badly as history, and maintained the
central position. It's still a challenge for the French, but they have interior lines and
might be able to pull off what Napoleon did historically -- isolate and demolish
individual corps.
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Troop Quality

That took care of quantity. As for quality, here came the scenario balancing factor.
The Imperial Guard should be big and tough, so three of the nine units were rated Guard,
four of the units Elite, one Veteran, and one Seasoned. Why the humble Seasoned unit?
It's not particularly supposed to be in there, but it represented Napoleon's reputation and
the player could use this middlin' unit as a bluff.
The Young Guard under Ney had a little bit of punch, but with much of it being
newly raised, was less of a threat than it had once been. Of the eight units, two Elite,
three Veteran, two Seasoned, and one Conscript. It probably should be reduced in
quality, but I used the What-If stretch to leaven it with returning-to-colors troops who
would be swayed by being in the 'Guard.'
As for the other French corps, they were a varied mix of Veteran, Seasoned, and
Conscript for the most part, usually with one Elite unit to give it some backbone and
sometimes with a Militia-class unit that was hurriedly pressed into service.
I admit to being pleased when some players, confronted with an 1814 French
army instead of 1803-1809 one, seemed to gag on the troop quality. The whole point of
a Campaign in a Day is to make the players think on their feet, weighing risks and
rewards.
As for the Allies, most corps were as mixed and varied as the French corps. The
Austrians generally had a little better cavalry quality. One exception was the Russian
Grenadier Corps, which was close to being on par with the French Imperial Guard, but
only with half as many units. It'd be a shame not to include the Allied version of a Guard
force.
Fog of War: Tables and Terrain
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A few of the 14 tables. Although a museum-like diorama is desirable, once the action starts, felt works just as well. Roads, rivers, woods,
and hills are easily distinguished. The light gray rectangles are the Deployment Zones. Photo by Peter.

I divided the area of the 1814 campaign into 14 tables. I originally had 12, but added two
more in case a force wanted to swing wide to the north or to the south. All wargames
sport an 'edge of the world' syndrome, but given space and time, the extra two tables
were appropriate.
Multiple tables enhance fog of war. The geographically adjacent locations get
scattered among the tables such that marching off one table edge does NOT move you to
an adjacent table. It might be across the room. Sure, players will eventually figure it out
and know at a glance who is on another table, but it is difficult sometimes to see through
the other gamers on intervening tables.

Furthermore, the 'North' orientation of each table is spun, such that one table's
'north' faces the back wall of the room, while another table's north faces the window and
another table's north faces the door.
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Also, each player receives a map, but without the tables etched into it. This forces
players to think about where they are going on the map, say, from town to town, instead
of table to table. Again, they can and do figure it out, but it takes time. Besides, when
they battle with enemy on a table, all other considerations fall by the wayside.
Additionally, and this was important to throw off the grognards that know every
nook and cranny of 1814 France, I rotated the tables 45 degrees off north from the player
map. This adds just that little extra confusion to boost fog of war and encourage players
to consider positions on the map, not on a table. Successful Snappy Nappy commanders
learn to maneuver from town to town, not table to table.
I also purposely placed primary roads on one table that exited to non-roads on
another table, or visa-versa. Good commanders could find a way around traffic jams.
That said, in an error on my part, I forgot to put a road that was on one tabletop
into the map. I would like to think I was quite clever to do so and increase the fog of
war, but to 'fess up, it was an error. Sure enough, the Austrian commander who found
the error labelled it The Yellow Brick Road and kept referring to Paris as The Emerald
City.
I also had a road on the map that did not appear on the tabletop. That was my bad,
too, for each table had a small inset map and I forgot to put the road on that and the
table. My bad.

The ‘Verdun’ table that lacked a road on the small inset map (upper right corner). Verdun at left with Jellacic marching through, St.
Menhould at right held by Tuchkov. Olssuliev in the middle heads off to construct a pontoon bridge.

As for player interaction, if the gamers' command figures were on the same table,
they could speak to one another without restriction. If not, they would send messages
through the umpire. As I noted in the pre-game briefing, my watch was the official time
piece. Ideally, I held the messages for 10 minutes, then delivered them. During the chaos
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of the campaign, this could stretch out to 15 minutes, although I often handed them over
after nine minutes if I was delivering other messages.
In one gaffe, a message was stuck inside my pocket and was not delivered for 31
minutes. When I handed the message over to Blucher, I told him the courier had been
delayed by rivers filled with crocodiles.
"French crocodiles?" he scoffed.
"The worst type!"
Finally, I included some commanders not in the historical 1814 campaign to
provide grognards a whiff of uncertainty about the forces involved.
Basically, the more I can do to obscure player perceptions and grognard
preconceived perceptions, the better the 'simulation' of commanding 19th century troops
becomes.
Set Up: France

The Emperor arrived at Chateau Thierry last night to rejoin his Imperial Guard.
His army, outnumbered three to one by the end of 1813, now stood upon more even
odds. His own army was augmented by recalled veterans to the colors, new conscripts,
his last reserve of National Guard troops, and an Italian corps sent by Murat, the King of
Naples. The Grand Armee may not be as grand as it once was, but it remained a potent
force, and generally deployed in an arc to protect Paris.
Napoleon gained a little breathing room by disengaging from the Allied forces,
which allowed the reinforcements to be integrated, but also gave the enemy time to
reorganize. Napoleon could only guess where the Allied corps are located, but reports
put Blucher in the general vicinity of Verdun and Schwarzenberg in the general vicinity
of Chaumont.
As for his own forces, he needed to ensure the safety of Paris – Allied troops
marching down the boulevards would be his downfall. He also needed to maintain
control over as large a swath of French countryside as he could. Finally, he had to
somehow eviscerate the enemy force and convince them to negotiate for a political
treaty that kept him in power and maintained French frontiers ... and maybe a little extra.
French corps: Imperial Guard – Mortier and Napoleon (Chateau Thierry); Young
Guard – Ney (Troyes); II Corps – Durette (Arcis Aube); VI Corp – LaMarque
(Chalons); IX Corps – MacDonald (Leon); XI Corp – Fontanelli (Fontainbleu), VII
Corps - Oudinot (Reims), XVI Corps - Pully (Nangis), and Pacthod (Paris). Rusca
(Sens) was a tiny 'garrison' corps of three units.
Set Up: Allies
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Blucher and Schwarzenberg could sense the end of the chase that had started after
Leipzig. Sheer Allied numerical advantage bundled the French across the Rhine. The
two were little inclined to grant peace terms, even if rumblings were heard about that
Corsican ogre rebuilding his army yet again and attrition nipped at their own armies as
they advanced into France -- Blucher in the general vicinity of Verdun and
Schwarzenberg in the general vicinity of Chaumont.
Napoleon, last heard of in Paris, finally managed to retreat his armies fast enough
and far enough to break contact with the Prussian, Russian, and Austrian troops. The
good news about this lull was that reinforcements could be brought up. The bad news
was that the French could be anywhere between the Allies and Paris. Best guess was a
protective arc of French around Paris.
Five days of heavy rain turned the generally flat ground into muddy fields and
turned the secondary roads into quagmires. The main roads were in passable shape,
some more so than others and the sun was drying out the land. So far, the French
civilians seemed unmoved to offer any resistance. How long that would last was
anyone’s guess, but probably dependent on the depredations of the troops and the fate of
combat.
As for the Allies, the ultimate goal was Paris. March down the main boulevards
and Napoleon would be finished. Otherwise, keep squeezing the French, capturing more
and more ground to deny the ogre the men, taxes, food, and anything else needed to
support his armies.
Prussian corps: 6th Russian Corp – Jellacic and Blucher (Verdun); Russian 9th
Corp -- Olssuliev (St Mihiel); 10th Russian Corp – Tuchkov (Clarmont); 11th Russian
Corp – Lieven (Dun); Prussian 1st Corp – Yorck (Mezieres); 2nd Prussian Corp – Kleist
(Stenay).
Austrian corps: Grenadier Corp – Uvarov and Schwarzenberg (Chaumont); 1st
Austrian Corp – Colleredo (Musey); 5th Bavarian Corp – Wolfskeel (Joinville); 3rd
Austrian Corp – Gyulai (Chaumont); 4th Wurttenberg Corp – Davidovitch (Bar sur
Aube); 6th Combined Corp – Wittgenstein (SE of Musey).
All players had to set up within 12 inches of the town listed. The troops could be
in any formation.
So the battle was set. Paring down the historical 3:1 superiority to 1.25 to 1
proved to be a good compromise that still gave the Allies the numerical advantage, but
not overwhelmingly so as to spoil a good Campaign in a Day game.
Coordinated First and Second Turns
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One key component of Snappy Nappy is that EACH table runs its own sequence
of play. There is no attempt to coordinate turns across all those tables EXCEPT for the
first two turns.
Why the first two?
Because when I say "Start Turn One," half the players scream they want to go
onto another table. Fair enough, but I can't sprint fast enough to do so in real time. So,
the first two turns are coordinated to a single game-wide turn sequence so I can move
forces around the tables without any player feeling gypped of a move.
This also allows new players to employ the turn sequence and figure out how to
move. Yes, I know, people should know how to read a movement chart and measure
inches with a ruler, but it makes them look and offers time to react to forces coming onto
their table or seeing their forces appear on a new table.
Deployment Zones

This rule, created by James, is a rule I wish I had thought up. When a force exits a
table, it enters a different table and the troop stands are placed in a Deployment Zone in
any formation and facing desired.
Here, they are safe: they cannot attack out nor be attacked. The newly arriving
units join the table’s current turn sequence, BUT only move after the opponent has had a
full normal move phase. Once that happens, the safety factor is gone, the arriving units
either enter the table OR return to the table they came from.
And no ping-ponging back and forth. A force gets one shot at bouncing back to
the original table. If it was fleeing the enemy, it must face the music on one table or
another.
If one force exits a table and collides 'off table' with an enemy force that exited
the other table, the larger force pushes back the smaller force and pops into the
Deployment Zone. The smaller force gets to set up a defense and its one move before the
larger force can exit the Deployment Zone. Ties are decided by die roll.
As for the campaign, here is the recap of corps movement as best as I can discern
from the messages and various AARs. Any errors are my own.
More Info About Snappy Nappy

You can find a full recap of the Snappy Nappy 1814 Campaign in a Day, as well
as previous Snappy Nappy Campaigns in a Day, at Peter's Blunders on the Danube blog.
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You can find a full 10+ years of Snappy Nappy discussions, modifications, errata,
and more at Alan's Snappy Nappy Yahoo group.
You can find an independent review of Snappy Nappy and its use in a multi-table
Marengo Campaign in a Day at Little Wars TV.
The Campaign: Umpire Recap
The Allied plan envisioned Blucher's forces to wheel from Verdun through Laon
and onto Paris, with secondary thrusts to pin the French in their central position.
Meanwhile, Schwarzenberg's forces would head along the Seine River to Paris, also with
secondary thrusts to pin the French into their central position. On paper, it looked like a
double envelopment.
Plan B. Blue circles are suspected French deployments, but the Allies missed Ney at Troyes, Napoleon and Imperial Guard at Chateau
Thierry, Rusca at Sens, Fontanelli at Fountainbleu, and Pacthod at Paris. Then again, neither side should have been aware of the other’s
initial placements. Map movements by Dan.
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Napoleon re-organized the command structure of his army from the start. He
formed a right wing grand division under Ney at Troyes in the SE, and a left wing under
Oudinot at Rheims in the NE. He sent them each a second corps under another player to
act as their subordinate. La Marque went forward to find, and most importantly, fix the
allies in the center. Napoleon kept command of the other corps, presumably to reinforce
success and avert failure.

Prussian march. Photo by Karl.
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Northern Battles
The corps of Kleist and Yorck meet the French.

Yorck and Kleist advanced generally westward until meeting Oudinot advancing
into Rethel and MacDonald advancing into Vervines.
Lieven joined the Battle of Rethel. A running battle eventually forced the French back,
MacDonald withdrawing to Laon and Oudinot to Reims.

MacDonald held Laon for a while, but was forced to fall back across the river to
Soissons, which fell to the Allies. MacDonald tried to escape, but was caught and
destroyed in between Soissons and Villiers.
Oudinot joined the Battle of Chalons, withdrew back to Reims, and then withdrew
back for the defense of Paris.
Central Battles

Meanwhile, the French sent just enough troops under La Marque into the
Deployment Zone to push Tuchkov's forces back to their starting spot around St.
Menhould. There the two battled with ferocity over the bridge at St. Menhould, with the
Russians first losing, then retaking the village.
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Olssuliev swings away to emplace a pontoon bridge and bypass St. Menhould. Tuchkov holds the village while Jellacic hurries to support
the battle. Photo by Karl.

French and Allied cannon thundered across the River Aisne, causing casualties
and routs in hot action.
Blucher led Jellacic's Corps to support Tuchkov while Olussiev's Corps swung
eastwards and used Blucher's pontoon bridge to outflank La Marque. However, instead
of diving for La Marque, Olussiev exited the table and swung to Vitry, ultimately
joining in the Battle of Chalons.
In the extended Battle of St. Menhould, La Marque fell wounded and was taken
from the battlefield. Then, his troops faltered, failing morale rolls with abandon. The
French corps retreated, hotly pursued by Jellacic.
What of Tuchkov? Alas, he too fell and was buried at St. Menhould. His troops,
under a hastily promoted leader, headed west in the wake of successful Allied attacks
until he joined in the Battle of Reims. Success propelled what was left towards Paris, but
the remnants of the corps fell within sight of the French capital.
Still, a wide variety of Allied and French corps converged on the hub of Chalons
for a large battle in and around the village. A portion of the French Imperial Guard, left
behind as a covering force and under command of Ney, fell as the Allies pushed towards
Paris.
Southern Battles

Ney started at Troyes and tried to push eastward, only to be checked by Colleredo,
who was in turn checked by Ney.
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Rusca formed a reserve at Nogent, then looped around to Arcis Aube. Ney,
figuring the coast was clear, abandoned Troyes and headed directly to Arcis Aube.

Ney’s troops (foreground) arrive from Troyes and defends against Gyulai’s initial attacks. Colleredo just arriving at right. Photo by
Peter.
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The Battle of Arcis Aube pitted a determined Gyulai and Uvarov forcing a
crossing against Ney over the Marne River. Despite an initial bloody repulse, Gyulai
persevered, aided by the timely arrival of Colleredo, who used the Austrian pontoon
bridge to cross the Aube. Ney retreated back to Troyes.

The Battle of Arcis Aube in full swing. Gyulai and Uvarov storm across the river against Ney and meet a bloody repulse. Durette arrives
from right to threaten the backs of Gyulai and Uvarov. Colleredo deploys a pontoon bridge (right) while sending troops to face Durette.
The French Imperial Guard arrive (upper right corner) but continue on to another battlefield in another part of France, leaving a token
rearguard behind. Photo by Karl.
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Right at this moment, Durette arrived in a pincer movement at Summersous, but
seeing additional Allied forces arrive, fell back towards Chalons. The Allies pressed
towards Troyes.

The Battle of Arcis Aube ends with Ney conducting a fighting withdrawal. At left, Colloredo starts to cross the river on the pontoon
bridge. With Ney withdrawing and the Imperial Guard gone, Durette will withdraw back to Chalons. Photo by Peter.

Back Door to Paris

Enter Wittgenstein, who, directed by Schwarzenberg, fortuitously timed his
movements to sidestep the enemy along a southern route. Apparently, just as Ney and
Rusca left the Troyes area, Wittgenstein arrived and exited to Fontainbleu before any
French returned to Troyes area.
From Fontainbleu, also empty of French units, it was a short march to another
empty area and then a quick march to Paris! Try doing that with players grouped around
one table. Ah, the fog of war.
Although Pacthod started in Paris, he headed via Meaux to Vauchamps and then
Chalons. He withdrew back to Laon to aid MacDonald and battle the Prussian and
Russian tide coming through Laon.
Cleverly for the French, Fontanelli was at Vauchamps when ordered back to Paris
and he battled Wittgenstein.
Battle of Paris
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At this point, it seemed half the corps converged on Paris by various routes and
began the final battle. Wittgenstein initially battled Fontanelli. Rusca's tiny corps raced
to help Fontanelli.

Fontanelli defends Paris (middle left) as best he can. In background, the Battle of Chalons continues. Time stamp 2pm.

Napoleon and the Guard arrived. Pacthod arrived. Oudinot arrived. More French
came to the capital's defense. Then Russian and Prussian corps arrived.
And yet it was first come, first served. Wittgenstein stormed the fortress
protecting the city, captured it, and no French were around to do anything about it. Only
some cavalry were shoved in to defend the city proper (albeit cavalry cannot melee in
cities).
The Armistice
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Independently of the Paris battle, the marshals of France at Chalons called for a
halt to the Battle of Chalons. Napoleon saw the Allied troops on the battlements, heard
about the truce at Chalons, and decided to call for an armistice.
The Debrief

As I noted, the game started at 11:15am. Indeed, the first message was sent off at
11:16! The Chalons truce was at 4:33pm, and Napoleon called for an armistice at 4:45. I
had set a 5:00 end time, so the Campaign in a Day ended on time -- and with a complete
resolution with the fall of Paris (technically, the fortress outside it, but rather close
enough).
With fatigue gnawing at me, my debrief was rather brief. I let the players explain
enthusiastically about their movements and battles.
Thanks to all the players who took photos. I snapped a dozen, but others stepped
up, which is not easy in the heat of a ‘real time’ game. I only used a portion of them. The
full panoply of photos is on Peter’s blog.
Also, let me praise Mark for stepping in as Napoleon. He was supposed to be Ney,
but our original Napoleon fell ill (he's much better now), and Mark stepped up. Sure, he
got to run the Imperial Guard, but he also had to enact and conduct a strategy designed
not only to keep the Allies out of Paris, but to keep as much of French territory as
possible.
Actually, I had 19 players sign up in advance, but three (including the original
Napoleon) sadly bowed out, leaving 16. Fortuitously, four players arrived on game day
as walk-ins, providing me with 20.
I'm biased, but for me, this 20-player campaign in a day across 14 tables with all
the chaos, fog of war, and die rolls of fate made for a great day of gaming. I noticed
some problems, notably a road on a map that should have been on table but wasn't and a
road that wasn't marked on the map but was on the table.
As the day progressed and I got my steps in transferring players and troops from
table to table and processing messages, I probably screwed up a ruling or two -- and I
know my co-umpire Mark caught one of my mental lapses. My apologies for such
errors. He did a great job as co-umpire and the campaign flowed smoothly all day
because of his efforts.
Well done, all!

Corps Movements
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by Russ Lockwood
The movement of corps, including major battles involved in, as best I can recreate
from messages and after action reports.
FRENCH

PULLY start Nangis. To Vauchamps to Chalons, pinned towards Reims side, engaged
and holding (although reported destroyed by Oudinot). Battle of Chalons.
NEY start Troyes. Probes to Arcis Aube. Austrians arrive at Troyes table, but withdraw.
Heads to Musey holding off Wittgenstein in Troyes-Musey area, but switches roads and
arrives at Chalons. Retreats back to Arcis Aube. Takes heavy losses and withdraws to
Troyes. Battle of Arcis Aube.
OUDINOT start Reims. Arrives at Rethel, battles, withdraws to Reims. Heads to
Chalons, battles, and withdraws back to Reims. Battle of Reims. Heads to Paris.
MACDONALD start Laon. Went to Vervines, and withdraws to Laon, battles against
Prussians. Falls back to Soissons. Battle of Laon.
PACTHOD Start Paris. Through Meaux to Vauchamps. To Chalons, then withdraws
back to Laon to battle Prussians with MacDonald. Battle of Laon.
LAMARQUE Start Chalons. To St. Manhould with long battle with Russians and
Prussians. LaMarque wounded and removed from campaign. Troops falter and retreat to
Chalons. Chased to Vitry. Battle of St. Manhould and Battle of Chalons.
DURETTE Start Arcis Aube. Loops around to Chalons and then to Summersous,
engages Austrians, and then withdraws to Chalons. Battle of Chalons.
FONTINELLI Start Fontainbleu. Advances to Vauchamps. Withdraws to Paris to meet
Austrians. Defends Paris area, slowly falling back while slowly being whittled down.
Battle of Paris.
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NAPOLEON AND MORTIER Start Chateau Thierry. Marches to Chalons and battles
Austrians. Heads back to Paris and tries to defend capital. Battle of Paris.
RUSCA start Sens. Moves to Nogent. On way to Brienne. Shows up at Arcis sur Aube.
Heads back to Paris to defend capital. Battle of Paris.
ALLIES

KLEIST Start Stenay. Heads to Rethel and battles. Withdraws to Meziers. Advances to
Rethel. Probes to Reims. Heads west to Soissons and battles. Battle of Laon.
COLLEREDO Start Musey. To Troyes and skirmishes. Withdraws and loops back
through Bar sur Aube and Brienne to arrive at Lesmont and Arcis Aube. Battle of Arcis
Aube.
GYULAI Start Chaumont. Heads through La Rothiere and Brienne to Lesmont and
grinding battle around Arcis Aube. Battle of Arcis Aube.
UVAROV Start Chaumont. Follows Gyulai through La Rothiere and Brienne to
Lesmont and grinding battle around Arcis Aube. Battle of Arcis Aube.
YORCK Start Meziers. Chases enemy through Vervines and heads to Laon. Battles
enemy and goes through Soissons. Heads to Paris. Battle of Laon.
LIEVEN Start Dun. Marches through Stenay and Meziers. Engages at Rethel.
Disengages and moves to Vervines and then to Laon. Battle of Rethel and Battle of
Laon.
WOLFSKEEL Start Joinville. Marches and captures Bar le Duc. Advances to Vitry.
Battles, then chases enemy to arrive at Lesmont and then Arcis sur Aube. Withdraws to
Chalons. Advances to Reims. Battle of Chalons.
OLSSULIEV Start St. Mihiel. Advances through Verdun to Clarmont, then bypasses
contested St. Menhould and uses pontoon bridge to cross Aisne River. Advances to
Vitry. Pushes on to Chalons and then Reims. Battle of Chalons.
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JELLACIC Start Verdun. Advances to support defense at St. Menhould, presses attack
forward towards Chalons. Battle of St. Menhould and Battle of Chalons.
TUCHKOV Start Clarmont and immediately battles enemy at St. Menhould, holding
river crossing. With enemy defeated and pushed backwards, remnants of corps advance
to Reims and then joins battle for Paris. Battle of St. Menhould and Battle of Paris.
DAVIDOVITCH Start Bar sur Aube. Advances to Vitry and Chalons, engaging enemy.
Battle of Chalons.
WITTGENSTEIN Start Musey area. To Troyes. Advances through Sens to Fontainbleu
and up through Montetreu and then arrives at Paris and battles way to capital. Battle of
Paris. Captures Paris!

Snappy Nappy 1814 Campaign in a Day Messages
by Russ Lockwood
First of all, I am grinning from ear to ear while typing up this compilation of handwritten
messages passed between commanders, usually C-in-C to/from a sub commander. The
swirl of combat mixed with confusion with time-delayed information is far different
from the norm of everyone standing around the same table.
I retrieved all the messages I could, but I also suspect others may have been
discarded or kept. Note these are in chronological order in which it was SENT. The
messages were usually delivered 10 minutes later. Also note that my watch was the
official timekeeper for the campaign, although many helpful commanders included their
own time (which I didn't include to avoid confusion).
Remember that the campaign plays out in real time. Other than the first two turns,
there is no coordination of the turn sequence between tables -- each table keeps its own.
Sometimes, turns slow down due to intense battles. Sometimes, turns fly by with hardly
anyone on a table.
Second, these messages help clear up who went where when. You'll find that
players switch between naming a town or table (and sometimes both) when referring to
positions. As for referring to a table, the C-in-Cs generally did not know (at first) which
table held which towns. You can start to understand the confusion that swirls around a
campaign just by reading the 'reports' contained in the messages. From my perspective
as umpire, quite understandable when everything is being played out in real time.
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Third, you can also begin to comprehend the confusion on the C-in-C side when
messages come at all times and with all sorts of differing attention to detail. Whose units
are killed -- allies or enemy? Who is this message from? Holding or moving? And so on.
It may help to consult one of the maps if you want to follow the action.
Schwarzenberg's Verbal Orders

Austrian C-in-C Schwarzenberg was kind enough to jot down orders he gave
verbally to subcommanders at the same table. In Snappy Nappy, I allow players to talk
freely as long as their command figures are on the same table. Alas, he did not note the
time, so I placed the messages as best I could figure out.
My overall commentary after the messages...

MESSAGES
edited by Russ
11:16 Schwarzenberg to Colleredo:
From Musey, take road west. It may
lead to Troyes as a short-cut. Report
any enemy present. Otherwise,
proceed to Paris as per original
orders.
11:16 Kleist to Blucher: French corps has shown up on road to Rethel.
? Pully to Napoleon: Going to Table P. Objective Vauchamps.
11:18 Pully to Napoleon: Holding at Vauchamps. Orders?
11:20 Napoleon to Ney. Probe from Troyes to Arcis Aube. Emperor is moving to
Chalons.
11:20? [Verbal order -- on same table] Colleredo to Schwarzenberg: Contacted Ney at
Troyes. Unmarked road is indeed a short-cut from Musey to Toryes. Will move
command to engage but may not have room to attack out of Troyes deployment zone.
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11:20 Colleredo to Gyulai: French at Troyes. Go to La Rothiere - Brienne and go north
to Table A. Then go west unless in contact. Engage unless outnumbered.
11:20 Napoleon to Oudinot: The Emperor is moving to Chalons.
11:20 Napoleon to Pacthod: Emperor is moving to Chalons.
11:20 MacDonald to Oudinot: No forces at Vervines -- all forces leaving. One unit of
light cavalry leaving. I am alone. Do you want me to return or to continue to advance?
11:20 Oudinot to Napoleon: Location Rethel (Table R). Yorck exiting to Table V with
two cavalry, two artillery and four infantry. XI Russian Corps (Lieven) from south
approaching Stenay on Table R with five infantry and one artillery. II Prussian Corps
(Kleist) with two cavalry, one artillery, and five infantry heading through Meziers to
either Rethel or following Yorck.
11:20 Pacthod to Napoleon: Can I travel through Nangis rather than Meaux?
11:20 Napoleon to Pacthod: Where are you? Are you in Paris? Any enemy nearby? If
not, send some light cavalry to scout to south and southeast.
11:20 (Unknown. Ney?) to Napoleon: Austrians appeared at Troyes. Two cavalry, three
infantry, one artillery.
11:20 Yorck to Blucher: Have seen two cavalry and one infantry unit on entering other
side of Vercines.
11:20 Lieven to Blucher: Enemies (French), expected to be 7th or 8th Corps, coming
near Rethel towards Meziers. Expected to approach Stenay. Moving to aid engagement.
11:20 Tuchkov to Kleist: Asked for reinforcement from Blucher. Told him Reims was
clear. French have a facing corps. Will "harze" (engage?) and do what I can.
11:20 Yorck to Kleist: Have seen two cavalry and one infantry entering on the other side
of Vervines.
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11:26 Napoleon to LaMarque: The Emperor is marching to Chalons.
11:26 (LaMarque) to Napoleon: There are two Corps headed towards Chalons at Verdun
table S. (Actually, this is unsigned, but LaMarque was the only commander to use thin
red ink. Fontanelli used a thicker red marker)
11:26 Oudinot to Napoleon: Location Rethel. Kleist is headed to Rethel. I will delay at
Rethel and check on my front wing commander.
11:26 Wolfskeel to Schwarzenberg: Bar le Duc unoccupied.
11:32 MacDonald to Oudinot: Forces have arrived north. Advancing in Vervines. A lot
of them. I am going to return to Laon.
11:33 Durette to Napoleon: Three Corps of Austrians on next map J.
11:36 Davidovitch to Schwarzenberg: No troops visible.
11:37 Wolfskeel to Schwarzenberg: Both Vitry and Chalons are unoccupied.
11:38 Ney to Napoleon: Austrian withdrew from Troyes. Three infantry, two cavalry,
one artillery.
11:40 LaMarque to Napoleon: Engage at "Bride" (Brienne? Bar le Duc?). Troops behind
me from Austria on Table C.
11:40 Napoleon to Ney: Four Austrian Corps at Brienne near Rothiere (Table J).
11:40 Ossuliev to Blucher: Will you support Tuchkov?
11:40 Napoleon to Oudinot: Four Austrian corps at Brienne and La Rothiere.
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11:40 Yorck to Blucher: Enemy force has left Vervines area. I am entering Vervines.
11:43 Oudinot to Napoleon: Location Rethel. Met MacDonald at Vervines (Table V)
and he is withdrawing to Laon and will delay there (Table L). Yorck is approaching
from Vervines and heading to Laon.
11:43 (LaMarque thin red ink) to Napoleon: There are now three corps on Table S
Verdun.
11:43 (?) to Napoleon: Roughly two Austrian Corps on J.
11:43 Ney to Rusca. Hold at Nogent.
11:43 Ney to Durette: Two Austrian Corps at J.
11:43 Wolfskeel to Schwarzenberg: Napoleon at Chalons.
11:45 Davidovitch to Schwarzenberg: No troops visible in St. Dizier. On to Vitry.
11:49 Blucher to Yorck: Engage if Napoleon is not present. We are engaged at St.
Menhould with one French Corps so far.
11:50 Fontanelli to Napoleon: L'Empereur. Fontanelli has reached Vauchamps as
ordered. Do we hold here or move to Chalons?
11:52 Oudinot to Napoleon: Location Rethel. Am holding Kleist and Russian Lieven (XI
Corps) at Rethel. They are being cautious and have no pontoon train. Allies appear to
only have one pontoon amongst themselves.
11:53 Kleist to Blucher: At Meziers. French VII Corps on table. Infantry and artillery
facing me. Cavalry looks like it's going to leave back to where they came from. Yorck
sent me message he saw two cavalry and one infantry, but they left. Will engage.
Russian XI Corps on board.
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11:53 Yorck to Blucher: One French corps present at Laon. Will engage as directed.
11:58 Pacthod to Napoleon: At Vauchamps with Fontaneli and Pully. Will move to
Chalons and Hold and wait for orders.
12:00? [Verbal order -- on same table] Schwarzenberg to Wittgenstein: You are the new
reserve. Gyulai will go to Arcis sur Aube. You will cordon off Troyes to prevent Ney
from entering. Probe Troyes from Musey and threaten to tie Ney down.
12:00? [Verbal order -- on same table] Schwarzenberg to Colleredo: March back
through Musey to Bar sur Aube to Arcis Aube to reinforce Gyulai.
12:00 Davidovitch to Schwarzenberg: Enemy spotted near Chalons.
12:03 Kleist to Blucher: At Meziers. French VII Corps is blocking force. Russian XI
Corps should move off to Vervines and follow Prussian I Corps. Please instruct him to
do so.
12:04 Ney to Napoleon: Advancing to J to pin remaining Austrian corps.
12:04 Colleredo to Davidovitch: Do you have any help? If not, read initial orders. I
believe you should "demonstrate" but not engage. Attempt to leave if feasible unless you
can get help. If supported, you may attack Napoleon.
12:05 Napoleon to Pacthod: March to Chalons (Table C) by most direct route.
12:05 Napoleon to Pacthod: Meet me at Chalons (Table C).
12:05 Ney to Napoleon: Am holding river line at Chalons. Two Austrian corps came
from west.
12:05 Napoleon to LaMarque: Fighting two corps of Austrians at Chalons. Keep the
enemy off my back or come to me.
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12:05 Napoleon to Oudinot: Am holding river line at Chalons versus two Austrian corps.
Shadow Yorck so he does not get behind me.
12:08 Napoleon to Fontanelli. Am fighting at Chalons (Table C). March to the sound of
my guns.
12:10 LaMarque to Napoleon: Two units dismayed. Do not let them close from behind
me.
12:10 Blucher to Yorck: Probe Laon. We have two corps at Mezieres and two other
corps are engaged at St. Menhould.
12:10 Blucher to Kleist: We probe Leon and Bar le Duc. Two of our corps engaged at
St. Menhould.
12:10 Davidovitch to Schwarzenberg: Engaging Mortier and Napoleon's troops.
12:11 Napoleon to Pully: Come to Chalons and kill some Austrians with me.
12:15 Napoleon to Ney: Shadow the Austrians. Keep them from getting behind me.
12:15 Blucher to Schwarzenberg: FYI: Prussian/Russian engaged at Meziers and at
Laon. We probe now Bar le Duc. Tuchkov/Reserve engaged at St. Menhould.
12:19 Blucher to Lieven: Move to Vervines and follow and support Prussian I Corps to
Laon.
12:19 Wolfskeel to Schwarzenberg: Napoleon and Pacthod now at Chalons, but must
fight me over a bridge to pass me.
12:21 Davidovitch to Schwarzenberg: On Table C. Exchanging artillery fire. Working
with Wolfskeel at bridge crossing. Good chokepoint to slow Napoleon.
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12:22 Gyulai to Schwarzenberg: At Lesmont. Three French corps encountered. One
moving off through Planey and west. One moving east through Summersous. One
moving on enroute southeast.
12:24 Ney to Napoleon: Should I continue stand off with Wittgenstein at J? Witt has two
artillery, five infantry, and three cavalry.
12:25 Napoleon to Rusca: March to join Ney. He is at Brienne (Table J).
12:25 Napoleon to Ney: Have told Rusca Corps to join you. Keep them at bay!
12:25 Davidovitch to Schwarzenberg: Pacthod of Paris Corps briefly appeared near
Chalons and left, headed toward (Table) A.
12:25 LaMarque to Napoleon: Holding on Verdun board. Three units killed.
12:25 Oudinot to Napoleon: Location Laon. MacDonald continues to hold at Laon
against Yorck.
12:28 Durette to Napleon: Think Austrian pushing through A to Paris.
12:33 Ney to Napoleon: Moving Troyes - Arc sur Aube to cover your flank at Chalons.
12:33? [Verbal order -- on same table] Wittgenstein to Schwarzenberg: French have left
Troyes. What do I do?
12:33? [Verbal order -- on same table] Schwarzenberg to Wittgenstein: Move command
to Troyes.
12:33? [Verbal order -- on same table] Schwarzenberg to Wittgenstein: Take road south
from Troyes. I will lead you to Paris.
12:33 Yorck to Blucher: At Laon. Engaged at Laon by equal forces (one corps).
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12:36 Wolfskeel to Schwarzenberg: At Arcis sur Aube and Lesmont. Rusca reappeared
on road to Planey. French corps entered from west on road to Arcis sur Aube.
12:37 Napoleon to Ney: Keep them busy as long as prudent, but do not sacrifice
yourself.
12:39 Rusca to Napoleon: Move Table A to J is blocked by two Austrian Corps. Ney is
with Rusca on A.
12:57 LaMarque to Napoleon: Facing Blucher NOW. One Corps leaving table to go to
Table D. Can't break out, but holding up lots of cavalry.
1:05 Davidovitch to Schwarzenberg: Napoleon withdrawing towards A.
1:02 Blucher to Yorck: Lieven ordered to support you. Reserve. Replace battered
Tuchkov at St. Menhould. 1x Russian probes Bar le Duc.
1:17 Oudinot to Napoleon: Location Rethel. Am withdrawing from Rethel and will
block Russian XI Corps and Kleist II Prussian Corps at Reims.
1:18 Rusca to Ney: Rusca disregarding to help defend Austrian attack on Paris.
1:22 Davidovitch to Schwarzenberg: Napoleon withdrew to A. Pully arrived on our
flank and Wolfskeel can engage. Should Davidovitch pursue Napoleon?
1:26 Fontanelli to Napoleon: L'Empereur -- Austrians are marching on Paris! Am
holding river crossings.
1:27 LaMarque to Napoleon: My troops are starting to break down. Please reinforce. I
can hold 1 hour at Verdun.
1:30 Fontanelli to Napoleon: Need Assistance at Paris!
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1:30 Napoleon to Oudinot: Ney is fighting at Arcis sur Aube (Table A). Left a corps at
Chalons to block. Guard is in motion. Can you hold? Delay them but DON'T DIE! If
need be, retire slowly towards Paris.
1:31 Ossuliev to Blucher: I have arrived at Vitry. Napoleon was seen leaving for Map A.
French Advance Corps is here, engaged by two Austrian Corps. I will attack with them.
1:38 LaMarque to Napoleon: Killed another unit (6 total). Holding Blucher. Still here.
1:38 Colleredo to Davidovitch: Pursue Napoleon. Tie him up and/or defeat him.
1:39 Kleist to Blucher: At Rethel. Force French off table. Pro/Rus force. Russian force
obeying new orders. I need new orders. French retreat to Bar le Duc table.
1:40 Napoleon to Oudinot: I am moving to Paris. Where are you? If you are free, go to
Chalons and take command.
1:49 Tuchkov to Schwarzenberg: I have remnants of my corps. All Light cavalry. On the
move, but where to go?
1:52 Lieven to Blucher: Vincienes (Vervines) has been captured, blocking presence of
7th Corps smashed afetr hard fight. Proceeding onto Laon as per orders.
1:53 Oudinot to Napoleon: Location Rethel. Rethel has fallen. Lieven (Russian) Corps
has moved to Vervines (Table V). Kleist is not headed to Reims and holding at Rethel. I
can hold Reims and send most of my force elsewhere.
1:54 Davidovitch to Schwarzenberg: At Table C. Pully pinned on (Table) F side.
Pushing forward. Ossuliev on Table C. Direct him to pursue Napoleon?
1:55 Blucher to Kleist: Proceed to Reims. Probe.
1:59 Colleredo to Davidovitch: Yes. Ossuliev can pursue Napoleon. Run him down.
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2:03 Davidovitch to Schwarzenberg: Oudinot arrived at (Table) F near Chalons.
2:06 Napoleon to Oudinot: If you have some troops free, go to Chalons -- Table C -- and
take command. I am going to Paris.
2:07 Kleist to Blucher: At Rethel. Have probed Reims three times. French waiting in
positions. Cannot advance without "(At? A+?)" of loss. New orders?
2:07 Ossuliev to Blucher: I am in a good position to flank of the French outside Chalons.
Should I pursue Napoleon or help the Austrians at Chalons?
2:17 Pacthod to Napoleon: On Map L fighting Yorck.
2:18 Pacthod to Napoleon: On Board L. Helping MacDonald defend.
2:24 Kleist to Blucher: Bypassed Reims and went to Soissons. Saw I Corps, XI Corps,
Paris corps and one French corps. I will engage.
2:25 Ossuliev to Blucher: French are retreating from Chalons. I will not be able to attack
them. Shall I pursue Napoleon?
2:26 Blucher to Kleist: Understand Reims heavily held, so take a blocking position if
you wish or move towards Laon and onto Paris.
2:26 Blucher to Ossuliev: Reims held by three French corps to your north, so help the
Austrians. We have two-three corps moving Laon to Paris?
2:32 LaMarque to Napoleon: LaMarque is WOUNDED. Corps in retreat to Chalons. My
leader is now +0.
2:39 Napoleon to MacDonald: Hold the line. Kill them if you can. I am in Paris chasing
enemy away.
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2:40 Oudinot to Napoleon: Location Chalons. Chalons has FALLEN. Pully is destroyed.
Russian IX Corps (Olussiev) to Table A. Austrian V Corps and Austrian IV Corps
control the road between Chalons and Reims. I will hold Reims.
2:42 Blucher to Olussiev: I assume Napoleon will joing three French Corps in Reims to
north? Hold Chalons. We move on Soissons to north.
2:52 Yorck to Blucher: We have taken Laon and Soissons across Aisne River.
2:52 Napoleon to LaMarque: At Chalons. We have one corps holding the road to Paris.
Come to Chalons and do what you can to help there.
2:53 LaMarque to Napoleon: My general. The road to Chalons (Table C) is blocked. The
French under Oudinot are returning to Board F. I am moving to Vitry and await orders.
2:55 Tuchkov to Blucher: Large French corps at Reims.
2:56 Ney to Napoleon: Heavy losses to artillery. Withdrawing to Troyes.
2:58 Oudinot to Napoleon: Location Reims. IX Russian Corps, V Austrian Corps, and
Kleist heading to Laon. Also, three Cossack regiments heading to Laon. Do you want
me to hold Reims?
2:58 Napoleon to Oudinot: Big battle brewing at Paris. If you can keep the enemy on
Chalons table, do so. If not, come to Paris.
3:04 Ossoliev to Blucher: Defending Chalons. LaMarque just arrived from Verdun.
3:06 Pully to Napoleon: Russian IXth Corps arrived at Chalons. Holding Prussians and
Russians.
3:06 Tuchkov to Blucher: Path from Reims to Paris is clear. Two more corps on the
way.
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3:07 MacDonald to Napoleon: In combat on Table L Soissons. Retreating.
3:09 LaMarque to Napoleon: I have Blucher on my table at Chalons. NOT GOING TO
HOLD. Moving to Vitry to await orders. French Corps at Chalons are IN ROUT. NEED
HELP.
3:09 Napoleon to LaMarque: Battle is at Paris, so fight the enemy at Chalons to slow
them down. Dance with them. If they leave, come to Paris.
3:09 Napoleon to Ney: Leave someone to slow them. The rest should come to Paris. Big
battle HERE.
3:11 Blucher to Yorck: Great. I move on Chalons. Can you move towards Villars and
(looks like "Cotteries") and on to Paris?
3:14 Napoleon to Oudinot: Where better to be than Paris in the Springtime? Come to
Paris.
3:19 Oudinot to Napoleon: I am in Reims. We are returning to Paris. We delay Austrians
at Reims.
3:26 Ney to Napoleon: Corps shattered. Mortier dead. Probably command dispersed.
3:28 Wolfskeel to Schwarzenberg: At Chalons. Can I follow Davidovitch to support him
ASAP?
3:29 Davidovitch to Schwarzenberg: Location Table C. Peeked onto (Table) F and see
two French corps. Oudinot. Back to Chalons? Or hold?
3:29 LaMarque to Napoleon: I am only corps on Chalons table. I will hold bridge at
Vitry. I have Blucher with three corps moving against me. HELP!
3:48 Gyulai to Schwarzenberg: Ney and Young Guard retreating from Arc sur Aube
towards Troyes. Durette retreating slowly from Summersous towards Chalon. Colleredo,
Uverov, Gyulai around Arcis sur Aube.
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3:48 Colleredo to Wolfskeel: Yes. You can follow-up Davidovitch and help him defeat
Napoleon or any other enemies.
3:52 Yorck to Blucher: Already going to Paris area. Yes.
3:55 Davidovitch to Schwarzenberg: OK, I'll hold on (Table) F. French withdrawing to
(Table) E.
3:56 Tuchkov to Blucher: Already engaged at Paris for the glory of the Russian empire.
Busy killing your treacherous cousin.
3:57 Tuchkov to Blucher: Defeated the honor guard in battle. The rest of my corps was
holding me back. Send order to Attack.
3:58 Blucher to Tuchkov: Glory be. First in Paris gains Russians pride.
4:02 Tuchkov to Blucher: The X Corps is surrounded and likely gone. Wittgenstein is at
the gates of Paris.
4:05 Davidovitch to Schwarzenberg: Holding on (Table) F. Send Rally order to clean up.
4:10 Blucher to Yorck: On to glory! First in Paris wins the prize.
4:14 Wolfskeel to Schwarzenberg: I am at Reims. Can I attack towards Paris? Please.
Umpire Commentary
Most of the messages are what I would call routine information reports. Veteran
Snappy Nappy gamers played the C-in-Cs, so you get the idea that communication is not
only important, but vital, in figuring out where the enemy -- not to mention your own
corps -- are located.
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Indeed, you read the occasional "Where are you?" message and feel for the C-inC. This confusion exists in a single room with messages delivered between tables more
or less like clockwork. Imagine trying to coordinate this over tens of miles!
I cleaned up and edited the messages. Some handwriting was difficult to discern.
Other challenges include players using a variety of spellings for towns.
Still, this is a great record of movements and the player uncertainties of what's
over on the next table. You have to praise and give considerable credit to the C-in-Cs
(Mark [Napoleon], Greg [Blucher] and Dan [Schwarzenberg]) for pulling double duty as
C-in-Cs and front-line commands.
In Snappy Nappy, you may be fighting on one table, but you have little or no idea
what's happening on other tables, including the one that might just lead into the back of
your force. Indeed, you can see some of the messages refer to commands keeping rear
areas free of enemy.
The other aspect that appears is commanders so focused on their own battle, they
call for reinforcements because they believe themselves being overwhelmed. The C-inC, however, has the 'big picture' in mind and often ignores such pleas for more troops.
Finally, some messages contained suggestions for the C-in-C on what order to
give -- including those for other commands!
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Peter took a photo of my master map.

For the record, the shortest distance between the Allies and Paris is three tables
(about 16 feet). Infantry in road march formation move 12 inches per turn, so unopposed
marching takes about 16 turns. On average, a Snappy Nappy game of five hours
generates about 30 to 40 turns.
As you read from other commentaries, the Allies fought their way to and into
Paris in about five and a half hours (11:15am start and 4:45pm end) for a definite
conclusion to the campaign.
1,814 Expressions of Appreciation

Many thanks to The Portal's manager Bryan for allowing us to reserve the back
room for the day. Sure, it's good business and so forth, but everyone has been nice over
the years. Thanks also goes to Jake for opening up early on Sunday morning so we could
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set up. Those extra two hours are necessary so we could start around 11am and end at
around 5pm.
A big thanks to Dan for supplying most of the miniatures, labeling them, and
helping check, double-check, and triple-check my rosters. Every commander got the
right 15mm troops. If I had to guess, 20 players times an average of eight units each
would be about 160 units, with most units of two stands each and averaging three or four
figures per stand, means 320 stands * 3 figs (or 4) = 960 (or 1280) figures crisscrossing
the tabletops.
More thanks to James, Peter, Greg, Mark, Karl, and Dan for volunteering to bring
terrain and helping set up. The campaign had 14 4x6-foot tables for 336 square feet.
Some of the tables had nice Portal-supplied mousepad mats as a base, but most were scifi-ish and needed a more appropriate green base for an 1814 game. Hills, rivers, towns,
and so forth were added to make functional tabletops.
Finally, another huge thanks to Mark for being my co-umpire. An extra set of
hands, eyes, and rulings helped speed the game along. Believe you me, transferring one
commander's troops from one table to another takes time. When you have 20 players
clamoring for attention in a delicious sort of tabletop bedlam, er, fog of war, and with all
messages between commanders battling on different tables going through the umpire,
another umpire really helps. Thankfully, he even corrected my own mental errors as the
day wore on and fatigue shifted the fog of war from the tabletop into my fuzzy memory.
Truly an excellent effort! And, since armies and gamers travel on their stomachs, he
even supplied the pizza. A double excellent effort!
Finally, thanks to the gamers who battled all day. Some were local, others within
an hour or two, but one drove three plus hours and one flew in from the San Francisco
area.
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More Snappy Nappy Campaigns In a Day
For more Snappy Nappy Campaigns in a Day, including OOBs, maps, and
downloadable Quick Reference Sheets, please visit Peter’s blog:
https://blundersonthedanube.blogspot.com/p/campaigns-in-day.html
For 10 years’ worth of Snappy Nappy discussions, errata, files, and so on, please
join Alan’s Yahoo Group:
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/snappy_nappy/conversations/messages
For an 18-minute video review of Snappy Nappy, including their refight of the
Marengo campaign, visit Little Wars TV:
http://www.littlewarstv.com/snappy-nappy.html
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7. WW2 Biker and bods

by Ryan

Ryan has sent in some very, very good little pai

nt jobs.
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8. “Horse, Foot and Guns”
by Simon
Walter Schnaffs v2 was a modification of the Peter Pig 2012 Squarebashing rules. They
present rules for the Franco-Prussian war of 1870/71. Originally created by Pierre
LaPorte, version 2 was an update to the original 1998 version. Walter Schnaffs wasn’t a
standalone game and a copy of the Square Bashing set of rules is needed in order to
play Walter Schnaffs.
One of the driving forces behind Walter Schnaffs v2 was Richard Black. Richard had an
encyclopaedic knowledge of European 19th Century warfare, and was willing to ‘roll his
sleeves up’ to get the job done. Recently Walter Schnaffs v2.04 was released - and is
still available from the RFCM forum. This had just settled down and subsequent
conversations I had with Richard were about Walter Schnaffs v3 - and its expansion in
other European conflicts.
In April we received terrible news. Richard had suffered a massive stroke, and shortly,
after passed away.
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Some time after, sitting looking at some of the notes we had made. There were 2
options. Either continue without Richard, or let the rules naturally come to rest. The the
latter didn’t seem like a fitting tribute to Richards contribution. So, this is where this
project was conceived. When I laid down all the ideas and objectives the project looked
to have outgrown its humble origins, and new game was born. Currently its very early
days, and the rules are in Alpha testing. I am looking to get the game to MVP soon and
go into Beta test.
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The Game
To explain the ethos of the game i need to look at the experience of wargaming
holistically. Whereas a lot of wargames focus completely on cumbersome mechanics
and player control, I like games that have a strong narrative. This doesn’t necessarily
mean scenario driven games. My pet peeve is where a rule set sets out playing the
mechanics of the game, but not how you ‘prepare’, or what the outcome is other than
perhaps an arbitrary score. There is also the requirement to fill the brief of an
increasingly short game window that gamers want to commit to. These are all a staple of
the RFCM stable of games, and there will be some familiarity there.
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The rules themselves, by design , are a framework. They will be short and concise. The
difference will be the army/campaign plugins. This way conflict specific rules can be
integrated. This will be where all the chrome is.

To describe the mechanics without going into too much detail has two main topics.

Programatic decisions and outcomes.
Currently the rules are formatted in a series or flow diagrams. I did this specifically to
allow me to identify game sequence gaps, and more importantly design iterative
processes where player decisions drive an outcome that may or not be to their liking.
Its also what I’m used to!
This may look complicated but worry not, the final game won’t look like. Designing in
this way mitigates for fundamental flaws early in the design cycle
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Game Phases
Like many of the RFCM stable I love the idea of pre battle events. This is being taken to
a new level, so that the battle phase, should only be 60% of the total play time. The pre
battle phase will determine the nature of the game ( pitched battle - objectives etc. ) and
also the field of battle with player decisions to curry favour ‘politically’ or try to
influence the battlefield directly. The player will always have the choice, but the
decisions they make with ultimately influence the game they will need to play.
There is also a post game phase where the losing army will have a chance to escape the
field - and thus mitigate the severity of the beating

More Details
At the moment the vehicle for information and communication will come via The
15mm. In the future we will open up more format channels of communication. If you’d
like direct contact please feel free to email me at simon@rocketsix.co.uk
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9. Airbrushing 15mm Miniatures
for Absolute Beginners
By Simon
Martin has asked me to share my first faltering experiences of using an airbrush for
15mm models. This summary is by necessity a simplification of the complexities of
airbrushes and their use in painting miniatures, and by no means an expert opinion, but
hopefully what I’ve learned so far will be of use to others, who can decide whether or
not they wish to take the plunge too!
Why airbrush?
Let’s face it – pretty anything in 15mm can be painted with a brush. However, sprays are
convenient, can give a smoother / cleaner finish, and can speed up undercoating and
varnishing in particular. So, many painters do opt for some kind of spray, whether it be a
simple “rattle can” of paint with a propellant, or some form of airbrush.
“Rattle cans” can be great: I’ve had consistently good results with the Plastic Soldier
Company and Games Workshop sprays, and rather more variable results with some
other companies (in all cases, a top tip is to not only shake the can very well but also to
put it in a bath of hot water before use)
Airbrushes offer a number of benefits:
 If using compressed air, there is none of the smell or ozone-depleting emissions
generated by spray cans
 You can airbrush at any time of year, while spray cans are rather more sensitive to
extremes of temperature and humidity (and many of us can tall the sorry tale of
some failed spray primer, undercoat or varnish…)
 With an airbrush, the main cost (after the initial purchase of the hardware) is on
paint, rather than on cans that are largely empty other than the propellant
 Airbrushes offer far greater control over the spray quantity and spread than cans;
it is easier to spray small quantities, there is less paint wastage and – with care –
sculpted detail gets less clogged
 Airbrushes can spray any colour, and many types, of paint, including primer and
varnishes: indeed, coloured pigment can be added to primer to save one step in the
process
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However, one should also consider:
 the expense of an airbrush and (worse!) the rest of the kit and caboodle you’ll
need
 the time and effort to learn to use it (variable depending on the type of use)
 the hassle to set it up for use, and the clean-up afterwards
 the physical storage required for the various items
What do you need?
Airbrushing obviously requires the “brush” itself, but this can come in many shapes and
sizes. There are broadly two types:
 Siphon feed: this is where paint is “sucked up” from a bottle beneath the air brush.
They can be cheap, are comparatively easy to use and good for spraying large
areas
 Gravity feed: here the paint sits in a cup on top of the brush and the volume
allowed to join the air stream can be finely controlled
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A cheap and cheerful Humbrol siphon-fed airbrush:

And a rather more sophisticated gravity-fed model:

Again, it’s in the name: airbrushes require an air source! The simplest is a can of
compressed air, which can be convenient for low-volume use, if expensive in the longer
run. Rather more expensive initially, but subsequently very cheap to run, is the more
classic compressor. The Iwata Silver Jet is a popular model.
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Iwata Silver Jet compressor with the necessary bits and pieces, from left to right: air
hose (to connect to airbrush); moisture trap; mains power cable:

Close-up of the same compressor with, from left to right: the pressure control knob; a
rubber-lined hole in which to temporarily stick the airbrush in between sprays; the
pressure dial; the screw fitting for the air hose:

Less obviously, you would be well advised to buy some protection: this is not so much
from fumes (if using acrylic paint, we’re essentially blowing air, without the toxic
propellants in “rattle cans”) but from small particles of paint that are not good for lungs.
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I first bought a scary-looking double-filter mask, which is probably the most belt-andbraces solution. However, it can be a little claustrophobic and gets in the way when
trying to paint fine detail.
Twin-filter mask with spare filter inserts:

I have recently become the proud owner of a rather natty spray booth, which not only
sucks away the air but also includes an effective LED strip light.
The neatly-packed spray booth with, above it, the concertinaed extraction hose that can
be attached to the back:
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The spray booth deployed, complete with turntable for models and LED strip lights on
three sides:

I have found that, with acrylic paint, I don’t need to use the rather ungainly extraction
hose: the built-in filter in the back of the booth has worked fine.
Any serious airbrush merits some serious cleaning. For my Humbrol siphon-feed brush,
I just use a pain to clear the nozzle when required. But for my more “serious” gravityfeed brush I have been very happy that I invested in:
o liquid reamer (for the removal of really stubborn paint)
o a frothing cleaner spray, to use at the end of painting sessions
o bottle brushes: to be used with care to remove any robust flakes of paint:
there should not normally be much need for these
o specialist lubricant: I always strip down my gravity-feed brush after use and
lubricate the critical parts
Various accessories: liquid reamer spray; frothing cleaner spray; Vallejo acrylic
airbrush thinner; lubricant; bottle brushes; bottle of thinned paint; bottle of decanted
thinners:
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How do you use it?
The first thing is to carefully read and follow the instructions with whatever kit you buy!
Good-quality airbrushes have delicate parts that are easily damaged.
I have found that the consistency and viscosity of the paint mix has been the key to
success (or otherwise!) of my spraying sessions. The paint should be roughly the
consistency of milk and be very well mixed, without any lumps at all.
I would suggest using acrylic paints (fewer nasties in them, and easy to mix and clean
up), thinned with proprietary airbrush thinner. I find it convenient to mix up (and store
for future use) paint in (labelled!) dropper bottles for easy application to a gravity-feed
airbrush cup. Larger containers can be used for the larger volumes of paint that are
typically consumed by siphon-feed airbrushes.
Apart from the paint consistency and the paint flow, the air pressure is another critical
variable. This will change dependent on the airbrush, paint, spraying distance and effect
you are seeking to achieve. I have seen people recommending pressures of anywhere
between 15 and 25 psi or even higher. I think this is just something you need to play
around with to find the settings that work best for your particular set-up.
Again, it’s really important not to neglect a thorough clean at the end of each session.
Paint is much harder to remove once it’s hardened, and any contamination is only going
to make your next session that much more difficult.
What does the result look like?
I had been using my airbrushes for a while to undercoat models, but for nothing more
demanding. I recently decided to have a go at some 3-colour camouflage on my World
War 2 circa 1944 German force of Peter Pig models.
Before risking my vehicles, I did a few pieces of artillery. I was a little heavy-handed in
some of the patterning, but I wasn’t too unhappy (bearing in mind that in reality such
paint was – I have been led to understand - thinned with diesel and sprayed on by the
crews themselves) with the “blotchy” effect that I’d have struggled to achieve with a
brush:
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I was then a little more subtle with my vehicles. The patterning was very bright and stark
against the yellow base coat before I toned it down with a wash during the painting
process:
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Where to go for further advice and guidance?
I bought the majority of my equipment from The Airbrush Company
[http://www.airbrushes.com/] which is the UK distributor for Iwata airbrushes and
compressors, amongst many other products from a range of manufacturers. Not only did
I find their prices competitive, but their online and telephone advice was invaluable in
helping me choose what I still believe to be the right options for my needs and limited
skills. For those interested in reading further, their following two online resources offer
succinct and helpful guidance:
 selecting an airbrush: https://airbrushes.com/airbrushes.php
 selecting an air source: https://airbrushes.com/compressors.php
There are a number of hard copy publications out there covering the use of airbrushes
with military models. I have found the following useful:
 Iwata’s “Airbrushing: A User’s Guide to Getting Started” (free booklet from The
Airbrush Company)
 Painting and Finishing Techniques (Osprey Modelling), by Gary Edmundson
 Vallejo Airbrush & Weathering Techniques Book, by Rob Ferreira (this really is
quite an inspiring book, with lots of detailed advice on finishing model armoured
vehicles in particular).
How much is this all likely to cost?
You can easily spend upwards of £200 on an airbrush alone, and a multiple of this on a
high-power compressor. However, most of us are not looking at using this every day on
a commercial basis (if you are, you shouldn’t be reading this – seek professional help
instead!). The main bits of kit photographed in this article can currently be obtained for
the following prices in the UK:
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Humbrol siphon-feed airbrush: about £20
Neo for Iwata CN gravity-feed airbrush
IW-NEO-CN: around £70
Compressed air propellant can: around £11 for 400ml
Iwata Studio Series Silver Jet oil-fee piston compressor: around £170
Spray booth: £60 to £70

Conclusion
To conclude, an airbrush and the associated equipment represent a significant one-off
investment, but one that might prove cost-effective over time. It offers a great deal of
flexibility and can give results that are hard to achieve by other means.
If you do decide to take the plunge, please do let us all know via the RFCM Forum how
you get on!
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1. Introduction
In 1944 there were numerous resistance groups in France.
Some were led by ex-military officers and some by local civilian leaders.
Groups could vary in number from 5 to 50 or more.
The resistance would be armed with a variety of rifles, SMGs and a few better weapons
such as Bren guns, grenades and mortars.
The resistance had constant problems matching ammunition to their wide variety of
weapons. In addition the resistance fell prey to widespread infiltration, poor security
and effective German efforts.
The Germans suffered from difficulties in identifying resistance members (terrorists).
The Germans did make wide use of collaborating French security forces. This was more
common in the Southern "Vichy" zone.
The resistance as a force was no match for regular troops.
This would be due to armament, training and numbers.
The resistance gained material from allied air drops, inserted specialists and what they
could steal.
The Germans carried out horrible acts upon the populace, in their frustration over
resistance activities.
The resistance actions to destroy railways on D -Day was named "plan green " (plan vert
).
One of the triggering code phrases broadcast by the BBC was "John has a long
moustache".
This game is set at 11.40 pm on 5th June 1944.
The Resistance leaders :1. Monsieur Les "le rouge".
2. Monsieur Ralph "le bleu".
German commander. Major Dreben
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This game puts one player in to the role of a local German commander tasked with
getting the trains safely to destinations. The opposing player takes the role of Resistance
commander. His task is to destroy the trains and track. All of this action takes place at
the time of the D day campaign 1944.
The mechanics of the game allow the German player to secretly spread his trains and
troops over 5 zones. After the Resistance player has carried out intelligence gathering
(interrogations) he then chooses which 2 of the German zones to attack. These 2 zones
become the games carried out using these rules.

2. Zones
There are 5 zones.
The German player will secretly decide what items he wishes to place into which zones.
An item might be a train or troops.
Each item the German places has a value.
A zone can contain one, two or three items from the list.
e.g. VIP train and infantry squad . 6+3=9

The German player must distribute all 11 of his items.

3. Game set up
1. German player allocates his items to zones.
2. Resistance player chooses a zone to interrogate. This continues until all interrogations
carried out.
3. Resistance player chooses which 2 zones to attack ( always 2).
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4. German set up
The game starts with the German player choosing where to place his items
within his 5 zones. The zones have a name and a number.

Rules






Minimum of 1 item per zone.
Maximum of 3 items per zone.
Maximum of 1 train per zone
Maximum of 1 German infantry squad per zone.
Any zone with no German squad must have a minimum of 1 gendarme squad.
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German items
Description

Value

Quantity Notes

Infantry
squad of 6
men

3

2

These are squads of regular
Squad
soldiers dedicated to rail
security. They are armed with
rifles.

Goods train

4

2

A train pulling several goods
wagons. There are no
German guards on the train ,
just a train crew that is loyal
to the Resistance. If the train
is blown they will jump clear
of the wreckage.

Goods

Passenger
train

5

1

This train is carrying
Germans to the Normandy
front.

passenger

VIP train

6

1

This train is carrying the
General's planning group and
staff. This would include his
valet and cook.

VIP

Gendarme

1

4

3 local Gendarmes who are
given the job of walking up
and down the track. There
were 5, but 2 have called in
"sick" as they "know
something"..

Gendarme

( including 1
leader)
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Where are the German items
Use the keywords to indicated what is assigned to each zone.
e.g. VIP, Gendarme =7
Zone

Name

1

Caen track

2

Bayeux track

3

Lison track

4

Saint Lo track

5

Avranches track

Items in zone

Zone item
numerical
total

Pronunciations
Caen = Karn
Bayeux = Bay ur
Lison= Lee Son
Saint Lo= San low
Avranches= Av ranch
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5. Tables for the game
There are two tables in this game.
The main table is 18 inches by 6 inches. Track travels down the length of this table.
Upon this table the figures that fight and carry out their task are positioned.
This main table is split into 6 sections. Each section measures 6 x 3 inches.
This will make the table similar to a ladder.
The secondary table consists of a length of track upon which is placed any train assigned
to that zone.
The second table should be positioned away from the main table as it is in the distance.

Main table
The grey area is the whole of the main table.
It consists of a rail track and 6 fighting sections (areas).
Each fighting section measures 3 x 6 inches.
Resistance figures will start the game in section 1.
German figures will start the game in section 6
Resistance Train track
end

Section
1

Section
2

German
end

Section
3

Section
4

Section
5

Section
6

Secondary table
The secondary table is a display area for the train that is present in the zone being
attacked by the resistance.
This table is 18 inches long.
Train track + train if appropriate
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6. Resistance Interrogation
Resistance player selects a zone.
Guesses value.
German answers "your guess is too high" , "your guess is too low" or "you are correct".
These are the only responses allowed.
The resistance player is allowed a total of 7 guesses. These guesses are spread (or not)
across all 5 zones in any proportion. The resistance player should keep a note of the
responses he gets.
Once the resistance player stops interrogating a zone, he may not return to it having
carried out any interrogation in any other zone.
Here is the Resistance interrogation report table.

Resistance interrogation
This is a table upon which the Resistance player will keep a note of his
interrogations.
Each guess made should be marked upon this table in order to keep a total of
the number of guesses had.
Zone

Possible value

1. Caen

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2. Bayeux

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3. Lison

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

4. Saint Lo

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

5. Avranches 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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7. Which zones are played
Out of the 5 zones only two will be played as games.
These two are both chosen by the resistance player.
The zones chosen need not be the ones with the best interrogation results.
Good results might help the resistance player discount some zones.

Method
After the completion of interrogations.
1. The resistance player will announce which 2 zones he wishes to attack.
2. German player will reveal what is in the 2 zones attacked by the resistance.
3. The Resistance player chooses which game to play first. Both games will be played.
4. The table is set up with the rail track upon it (18 inches in length).
Any train components will be positioned on a second table some distance from the main
table (6"-25") but clearly visible to both players. This will illustrate what the "prize" is.
5. The resistance player will roll for his group size.
5. Set up resistance figures in section 1.
6. Set up Germans (or gendarmes) in section 6.
7. The Resistance have the first turn.

8. Fighting forces
Both players will have figures to use in the games.
The resistance force size is not rolled for or considered until the zone is to be played.
Figures should be based as individuals. Coins are recommended for the bases.
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Player's forces
Group type

Number
Notes
of figures

Resistance

D6+3
Re-roll
allowed

These are highly motivated individuals.
They are known as maquisards. They would
be in civilian work clothes with the addition
of an armband.

German

6

These are trained soldiers equipped with a
mixture of rifles and sub machine guns.

Gendarme

3

These are poorly motivated and armed with
rifles.
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9. Actions
A player can carry out actions each turn.
Actions cost points.

Action points
Any player with 0,1,2 figures is allowed only D6 action points.
Type

How many action points

Notes

Resistance

2D6

No re-roll allowed.

German

2D6

Re-roll allowed.

Gendarmes D6

These are allocated to specific
gendarme groups.

If a player has 2 figures or fewer left alive then he is allowed only 1D6 of action points.
This will allow a player with no figures in the action to still attempt task completion.
This might be a charge laid earlier by the resistance or the train having c hanged track
to the German advantage.

Each turn a player will have a number of action points.
Each player will carry out his actions, then his turn ends.
There is no interleaving of action point usage between the two opposing players..
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Actions
°Task completion can be done at any point but the number of D6 to be used
must be first declared and then rolled. e.g "I am rolling 2D6 for task
completion" This is to prevent players fussing with repeated attempts and
remembering how many attempts have been had that turn.
°Actions by a figure must be completed before any other figure begins
taking actions. Complete 1 figure before doing another.
°Actions cost 1 action point. Exception=task completion = 2 points per
action

Action

Effect

Limitations

Figure move 1 section

Moves to next section

Maximum 2 sections

Figure shoot

Shoots at target up to 3
sections distant

Maximum 2 shots

Figure move into or
out of cover

Figure goes into cover or Maximum once per turn.
goes prone
No movement when
down.

Task completion

All attributed D6
declared at turn start.

German player max 2

Roll D6. 4,5,6=casualty
removed.

To use action points on
casualty the using figure
must be in same section
as casualty.

Figure attempts to
remove casualty
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10. Task completion
Each player has an overall task to perform.
The Germans (and gendarmes) will be tasked with keeping the train and track safe from
resistance incursion.
The Resistance will be tasked with blowing the tracks and hence destroying the train. It
is assumed that the completion by the resistance of their task will result in a dead train.
The mechanism used, is for each player to use some of his action points.
Resistance player. Maximum 4 task completion actions per turn.
German player . Maximum 2 task completion actions per turn.
Each task completion action cost 2 action points and allows a player to roll a single
D6.
The aim of task completion is to assemble a set of D6 numbering 1,2,3,4,5,6
e.g. A player declares " I am using 4 of my action points for task
completion". Each 2 points allows 1 task completion D6 to be rolled.
The player rolls 3,3. This allows the player to place a 3 to one side. In
future turns the scores of 1,2,4,5,6 need to be achieved too.
A player that completes his task will bring the game to an instant end.
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Resistance task
If the resistance player completes his task, it is assumed the track is blown and any train
in the zone is destroyed.
The resistance may only carry out their task when one or more figures are in the
task section.
Task section selection
This is rolled for by the resistance player after the figures are deployed.
Roll D6
This will select which section the resistance will carry out their task in.
1= in section 1
2, 3,4= in section 2
5,6= in section 3
If the section is empty or controlled by Germans the resistance player cannot carry out
any task completion in that turn. He can carry on once the section is occupied by his
own figure(s).
Task point accumulation can be interrupted by the temporary loss of the section.
Any task points accumulated so far are not lost.
Each action point spent on task completion allows 1D6 to be rolled.
A complete set of 6 numbers causes task to be completed.
i.e. 1,2,3,4,5,6.
Task completion cannot be undone.
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German task
If the German player completes his task it is assumed the train has been diverted or
stopped, thus preventing its destruction.
The German player completes his task in the same way as the resistance player. The
German player need not occupy any specific section in order to carry out his task.
If the German player has no figures on the table he will still receive his D6 action points
and may use up to 4 points for task completion each turn. This is because he may have
men near enough to the action to warn the train.

11. Movement
Figures can move from 1 section to another.
The maximum movement is 2 sections per figure per turn.
Figures may not enter any section occupied by enemy figures.
A figure might move in order to help a casualty, block the enemy line of fire or to get a
more effective shot.

12. Cover
Each section has enough cover for 2 figures.
Figures in cover may not move until they pay a point to leave the cover.
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13. Shooting
Figures may shoot at enemy figures.
Figures may not shoot through any section with any other figures in it of either side.
Casualties do not block line of fire.
D6 per shot
6 to hit at 3 sections distant(maximum range)
5,6 to hit at 2 sections distant
4,5,6 to hit at 1 section distant (i.e touching section)
When a figure shoots
A figure might shoot once or twice in a turn
Shooter figure owner chooses target location.
A target figure can only be hit twice if he is on his own. Otherwise each hit must be on a
different figure.
Normal save = 4,5,6
Save if in cover=3,4,5,6

14. Morale
Morale is the mechanism by which figures might be removed from the game.
Any figure removed due to morale is not replaced by a casualty marker.
The figure has run off.
Morale is carried out at the start of a player's own turn.
The number of casualty markers can only be reduced if players use action points to roll
for casualty removal.
Method
Count up the total of all remaining casualties on the table.
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Germans (including gendarmes) can ignore one casualty when totalling their casualties.
Their morale is better.
Number of casualties= number of D6 to roll
e.g. 4 casualties = 4D6.
 Any score of 1,2= figure runs away.
 Owner chooses which figure(s) are removed as having run away.
 The figure must be from the furthest forward occupied section.
e.g. there are 3 casualties on the table. The player rolls 3D6 (2D6 if German). Results
are 4,2,1= he must remove two figures. These figures must be his furthest forward.

15. Game length
The game will last a finite number of turns.
This will be determined by a game clock.
The game clock is basically a countdown.
The game clock starts at 30.
This will be called the "Game clock".
Each player will roll a D6 at their own turn end. A re-roll is allowed.
This score is deducted from the game clock total.
The clock starts at 30 and is reduced each player turn.
When the game clock reaches zero or less the game ends immediately.
One player may therefore have more turns than the other.

16. Game end
There are 2 circumstances under which the game will end.
1. The game will end instantly if a player completes his task dice (1,2,3,4,5,6) set. The
present turn is not completed.
2. The game will also end when a player causes the game clock to fall to zero or less.
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17. Turn sequence
Turn sequence
Each player has whole turn.
The first turn belongs to the resistance.
Turns are taken until the battle clock runs out or a player completes his task.
Order Task
1

Morale

2

Roll for action points

3

Use action points

4

Game clock
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18. Victory points
Victory points can be re-rolled. All or none for each criterion.
e.g. 3D6 are rolled together. A re -roll will allow all 3 or none to be re -rolled.

German victory point schedule
Criterion

Score
Points
awarded

Notes

Task completed

2D6

Task completion can be claimed
for up to 2 zones. The tracks are
kept clear and intact.

Each resistance figure
2
that is killed or ran away
(max 5)

Terrorists have been eliminated.

Resistance attack a zone
with no train

D6+1

The potential damage has been
reduced.

German squad present

D6

Germans have placed their squads
wisely.

Total
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Resistance victory point schedule
Criterion

Score
Points
awarded

Notes

Task completed

3D6

Task completion can be claimed
for up to 2 zones. The tracks are
blown. Excellent.

Goods train destroyed

2D6

This will stop Normandy units
from being supplied.

Passenger train
destroyed

3D6

German troops disrupted and
injured.

VIP train destroyed

4D6

Maybe Hitler was in it?

Each dead German or
gendarme figure (max 5)

2

Dead bosche.

Total
The player with the higher total (i.e both zones) of victory points is the winner.

Analysis of victory points
A player adds together the points he has gained from the two games played.
The player with the greater amount is the winner.
The difference between the two players is called the "margin".
Victory margin

Narrative

0-4

A draw

5-10

A small win

11-25

A good win

26+

A superb win
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11. Train Wreckers by martin
Here are some notes about the train wreckers game
The game does not actually need a model train. This is because the game is about
blowing the tracks. The tracks will be blown before the actual train arrives. However I
thought it would be nice to have a train model present.
The train model here is TT gauge (1:100th). The engine is from Atlas Editions . These
models are readily available on E bay and are non moving, thus making them very cheap
to buy. The carriages (rolling stock) is from various E bay second hand sellers. The
pieces are by Bachman etc. They are all European type.
Fort track players can use PECO HOm or actual TT gauge track.
All of the items pictured below are painted in dark colours, because the game takes place
at night time. To help with this the figures have partial paint jobs with large parts just
left dark.
Here is a train mounted on a piece of TT gauge track. from above (Below)

Here is the 18" of track used in the game. The track is mounted on a strip of hardwood.
(Below)
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Here is the basic Atlas editions Württemberg engine. (Below)

A photo of the game in progress. The dark splodges are to show figures that have moved
into cover. The 6 sections are shown by the use of a subtle white dotted line. (Below)
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A close up showing some Germans (blue tab) on the right and some resistance (yellow
tab) on the left. (Above)
Here are the figures needed for the game. 6 gendarmes with rifles. 9 resistance fighters
and 6 German infantry. Specific weapons are not important. (Below)
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The whole game table in use. Notice that the train is not on the table because the fight is
about laying the charges before the train comes along the track. Notice the white dotted
lines that split the table into 6 sections. There is only enough space for 2 figures in a
section to seek cover (the two black circles). (Above)
The goods train (Below)

The passenger train (Below)

The VIP train (Below)
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12. WW1 BEF by Pierre
Pierre has done these WW1 15m chaps. A bit of motivation for potential WW1 players.
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13. DAK

by Simon

Here we are with some big army pictures at last.
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End of Edition 3
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